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Problem
Lack of a live-fire interior attack training facility has precluded the ability to perform necessary training evolutions for
Firefighter I students in a realistic fire-hazard environment, so we needed to identify alternative methods of creating
simulated conditions for students to practice the essential skills of correctly wearing and appropriately using personal
protective equipment; acting as part of an effective interior attack fire suppression team; and locating and fully suppressing
active flames in a smoke-filled environment while maintaining team integrity.

Plan
The acquisition of the BullEx Attack Digital Simulator training
package allows us to simulate interior structure fires without the
elevated temperatures and toxic gases. With this technology, we
can assess student experiential performance on essential firefighting tasks based on the NFPA 1001 Firefighter Professional
Qualifications standard and the Colorado State Job Performance
Requirements (JPR) for Firefighter I. Using the Simulation Center
located on Orman Avenue, we are able to generate very realistic
room-and-contents structure fires in multiple locations throughout
the building, allowing students to practice essential skills under
real-world circumstances. The technology includes an LED screen
that displays active flame, which is integrated with a smoke
machine through a Wi-Fi system. A laser implanted in an actual
fire stream nozzle (attached to a weighted fire hose) interacts
with the LED screen so that if the attack procedure is performed
correctly, the flame and smoke will both decrease.

Assessment Activity
In the three years since PCC adopted the Attack Digital Simulator technology, we have expanded the ways we use it to
broaden the range of real-world scenarios Fire Science students might encounter in their future careers.

Initial Fire Attack Practice

+ Multiple Scenarios

At first, the goal was to provide a
safe way for students to practice team
entry and suppression evolutions
• Appropriate use of personal
protective equipment
• Location/suppression of active flames
• Effective teamwork in the harsh
conditions of a smoke-filled
environment

Then, we discovered the technology’s
potential for simultaneous evolutions
with multiple teams:
• One team performs the original fire
attack scenario
• Another team performs search and
rescue operations with Rescue Randy
manikins

+ Team Leadership
We now use the Attack Digital
Simulator for Incident Command
evolutions, which offer practice on
additional tasks as well as leadership
and critical thinking skills:
• Students act as on-scene
commanders in charge of several
teams, and must consider the
scenario and initiate tasks
• Ventilation/salvage/utilities control
• Occasional “Firefighter Down –
Mayday” scenarios

The students typically complete self-evaluations of their own performances as well as critique their classmates in a
short “After Action Review” following each scenario, and a formal evaluation is also conducted by comparing task
performances with the Colorado State JPRs task check-off sheets.

Results and Data
Students, instructors, PCC visitors, and personnel from local fire departments unanimously expressed how positively
impressed they were by the “technological marvel” that is the Attack Digital Simulator.

Closing the Loop & Next Steps
Our next steps will be to perfect the training evolutions to maximize the benefits the new training
technology offers, and then to advance the training by incorporating on-scene tactical command
scenarios so students can gain experience performing in the role of Incident Command at structure fires
in courses other than Firefighter I (such as the “Company Officer” course).

